Dyami Service Highlight

Doing business
abroad safely
Dyami Strategic Security enables your organisation to
thrive internationally
Doing business abroad

Focus on opportunities and growth

Bringing your innovative vision to life is what gives you

As an ambitious organization, you are focused on

energy and motivation. Doing so internationally even

seizing opportunities and growing your business. This

more so. Worrying about threats and risks probably

does not really match the language of traditional

does not.

security companies, who focus on the negative

Our mission at Dyami is to free you from worry about

aspects of doing business.

these threats and risks and let you focus on what you

At Dyami, we also focus on enabling you to do business

do best. We use our wealth of expertise to support your

successfully and safely, besides taking care of

organisation with tailor-made service and at

safeguarding you against those negative aspects. Our

exceptionally cost-effective rates.

approach is at the strategic level, in the early stages of

International business provides many opportunities,
but there are also inherent risks:
•

Physical distance increases reaction times

•

Less awareness of local threats

•

Duty of care: your responsibility for the safety and
wellbeing of your people becomes more complex

•

Protecting your intellectual property (IP), people
and assets is much more difficult

•

new plans and opportunities.
An example of strategic security: You’d like to do
business in a country where the local safety situation is
less than ideal. You decide not to go forward with your
plans. Or you do go forward, and things go wrong.
Either way, missed opportunity. By involving Dyami at
an early stage, we analyse the situation and make a
plan for you to do business successfully and safely.

Assessing the intentions and background of
potential partners, suppliers and employees is
much more difficult

Protecting the assets of your organisation is crucial,
especially abroad. This is true for your people, your IP
and sensitive data and your physical assets such as
facilities and equipment.
Dyami provides you with full support, including duty of
care. This enables you to do business successfully and
safely.

Dyami is a young and ambitious security provider with
many years of experience in Intelligence, Defence,
Government, Law Enforcement, Cyber Security, Travel
Industry and Aviation Security.
Our in-house analysts continuously analyse worldwide
threats and conflicts.
Our team of experts in all fields allows us to provide a total
security solution. From cyber security to personnel training,
in-depth threat assessments and due diligence to physical
security in global conflict zones.
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Worldwide local threat assessments

IP safeguarding

When doing business abroad, you need to be certain

For many organisations, their IP and sensitive data are

that your specific location is safe enough. But make no

crucial to their existence. Innovative companies are at

mistake: no place on earth is 100% safe.

risk of espionage, data and IP-theft. Competitors and

Dyami’s in-house team of specialised analysts use
real-time intelligence to monitor existing and
emerging conflicts worldwide. We also make very

foreign regimes are actively at work right now trying to
get their hands-on valuable IP across all sectors.
It is crucial to know that cyber security protection

specific threat assessments for our clients, for any

alone is not enough to keep your IP and data safe. We

place on earth, whether it’s on another continent or a

regularly see espionage in many different forms:

European city where there is brewing social unrest.

•

bugging of offices, facilities, cars, homes

Our threat assessment reports are extremely detailed

•

intercepting network data (including unsafe Wi-Fi)

and specific but also easy to read. They are designed

•

theft or breach of smartphones and laptops

to give you all the insights you need in order to make

•

infiltration of organisations (insider threat)

big and quick decisions.

•

coercion, theft, threatening of employees

These reports contain subjects such as:

Only focusing on cyber security is like creating a secure
Wi-Fi network at home but leaving your front door

•

(geo)political situation

•

ethnic conflicts

•

social unrest

IP safeguarding is part of Dyami Corporate Asset

•

crime and corruption

Protection.

•

terrorism and violence

•

espionage

•

cultural aspects

•

health risks (including COVID-19)

We also provide real-time alerts when threat levels at
relevant locations increase, usually before threat levels
become critical. This allows you to anticipate more and
take action when needed.
Should a situation abroad become very unsafe, we can
provide physical protection and evacuation for your
people and assets.

Know who you do business with
It can be difficult to know who to trust in business,

open!

Dyami Corporate Asset Protection
•

design of a thorough security policy and procedures

•

design of an Emergency Response Plan

•

cyber security

•

surveillance countermeasures (bug sweeping) and

•

awareness and security training for personnel

counterespionage
•

due diligence of potential partners, suppliers, clients and
personnel

•

phyiscal protection of people and assets

•

tailor-made threat and risk assessment reports

•

safety and security during travel and transportation

•

24/7 emergency incident response

especially abroad. This concerns potential clients, new
partners, new suppliers and even new employees.
Dyami can help by providing investigative analyses
and risk analyses. We can also provide experts in the
field of interrogation that can help assessing important
contact moments and conversations. They can
observe from a distance or actively participate.

Your own security department
We know that every euro or dollar can be spent only
once. That is why we offer several subscriptions with
varying levels of service at very competitive rates.
For the price less than that of a dedicated full-time
security officer, you have the entire Dyami team at your
disposal. Consider us your own security department!

24/7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Interested to learn more about what a partnership with
Dyami could do for your company?
info@dyami.services www.dyami.services
+31 30 207 2120
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www.linkedin.com/company/dyami

